
Tigers at Twilight 

Chapters 3 and 4 
Life and Death 

Swing Time 



Common Core Standards 
•  2.1.3.3 Describe how characters in a story respond to 

major events and challenges. 

•  2.1.5.5 Describe the overall structure of the story, 
including describing how the beginning introduces the 
story and the ending concludes the action 

•  2.1.7.7 Use information gained from the illustrations 
and words in a print or digital text to demonstrate 
understanding of its characters, setting, or plot. 

•  2.3.1.4 Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 
analysis skills in decoding words. 



Words with Vowel Team Syllables 

 growled    avoid    cool 

 hooting    fierce    surround 

 poisonous   hair     screeched /d/

 swallows    leaned   roar   



What was the solution to the problem of 
the tiger coming after Jack and Annie? 

What did Jack and Annie learn about 
tigers and pythons from their book? 

As you read, look for Jack and Annie’s 
problem in this chapter and how they 
solve it. 



Idiom: When someone says their “hair stands on end,” it means 
they are afraid. What caused Jack’s “hair to stand on end? What 
causes your “hair to stand on end?” 

Cause 
Effect  

Causes 



                             Think-Pair-Share 

Turn to your partner and take turns sharing the problem 
Jack and Annie had in this chapter and the solution that 
helped them. Tell your partner what you saw in your mind  
when you read this chapter. What things that Jack and 
Annie did in this chapter would you like to do? Which things 
would make your “hair stand on end.?” Tell your partner 
what you think Annie’s cool idea is. 

Talk about the colors  and movements you saw. Talk about 
the sounds you could hear. Talk about your mood as read. 
Tell your partner what you imagined for the background. Is 
your picture down on the ground with Jack and Annie, or 
are looking down on them from the air? Give lots of details. 
Which picture in your mind was the most detailed?  


